
ESSAY ON YOUTH AND NATION BUILDING

These Role of Youths in Nation Building Essay will make you familiar with the power of youths and what they can
contribute to the development of a nation.

Education empowers you with the ability to think, to tell the right from the wrong and good from the bad.
During the eighties, the youth power made itself prominent in many socialist countries of Europe and in
China. They should not work against the law and no one should break the rules of the nation. More skilled
manpower is required in new sectors like hydro, computer hardware and software, medicine, etc. If there is
peace and youths are united, the national plans can easily be successful. They should first get a good education
to be able and skillful persons. It is to be noted that most of the problems we face are also because of youth.
About five kilometers from my farm land, a multinational company established a factory for producing soft
drinks. The youth is asking questions. Similarly, there are undefined duties and responsibilities of employment
regulating offices. The entire land around the factory to an extent of 10 Sq. Youth are not only the leaders of
tomorrow, but also the partners of today. I come from Thirunellveli district in Tamil Nadu. If the youth make
their voices heard and resolve to make a change; there is no reason that India cannot be the greatest nation in
the world in every sense of the term. Education makes them responsive to change. I am a farmer engaged in
paddy cultivation as well as the Secretary of an Association of farmers. Most of India dwells in rural areas and
therefore the national development agenda rightly seeks justice for those who often live in poverty, in the state
of hunger and malnutrition and deprived of clean environment, sanitation and medical facilities. If the million
and counting join hands and decide to free the country of corruption, it is not a task that cannot be achieved.
So, the youth play, probably the most crucial of roles in national development. The young generation
shoulders a huge chunk of the responsibility of nation building; not the politicians or the policy makers alone.
Moreover, they are the leaders of future. Have we really forgotten our responsibility towards our nation or that
we are knowingly skipping the tasks to achieve development? Voicing ones opinion is no longer a luxury of
the rich and the elite. It would be more accurate to say that the youth working in tandem with the government
decide the fate of a nation and its coming generations. They should have the feeling of nationality and they
should help to create a peaceful environment in every sector. They should not ignore the nation by wandering
in foreign countries. However, the lack of education required by the professional organizations to participate
in such high grossing and high paying fields is shocking. Just getting educated, involving yourself in politics
and making the rightful use of social media is not going to eradicate every single problem in this country. To
sum up, the nation can't be developed and built without the contribution of youths. The main issues were
focused on poor education environment and youth mental health. Building on the knowledge and skills
â€”based language, managers could apply tools with their team to identify strengths, develop a resource map,
created a project plan, incorporate strengths into performance reviews, and connect personal strengths to the
organization The Video ' Still Waiting On Attawapiskat : Will Canada Fail The Next Generation Of First
Nations Students? In the United States, sports such as Football and Basketball are among the most popular,
and have a vast majority of the highest paid athletes in the world. Students must work to remove social evils.
After all, all the people can only exercise their full potential when they are young and energetic. However; in
some communities there seems to be a clear need to provide more program support for organizations, and to
provide programs and services for hours. Young people are social actors of change and progress. Youth
violence is said to start since the early days of childhood and lead onto the teenage years of a child. Role Of
Youth In National Development Essay Role Of Youth In National Development Essay Words 3 Pages Show
More The term â€” nation building or national development, is usually used to refer to a constructive process
of engaging all citizens in building social cohesion, economic prosperity and political stability in a nation in an
inclusive and democratic way. But, it is hardly a reality owing to practical hurdles like economic inequality
and rising population. Youth always â€¦show more contentâ€¦ They have bubbling enthusiasm which has to be
regulated and utilized the right way. And why not, the continuity of what we have founded in our time and age
fully rests on the youth. They should not do such activities which are against national development.


